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8   Funding and delivery 

About this chapter 
This chapter provides an overview of options for funding and financing 
the rail transport needs for Western Sydney. 

The funding challenge
The Scoping Study is examining various options 
to fund and finance the rail transport needs for the 
Western Sydney region and a Western Sydney Airport.

In Australia, major public infrastructure is delivered 
by both the public and private sectors. Although 
a given piece of infrastructure may be delivered 
by the private or public sector alone, increasingly 
infrastructure is delivered through public-private 
partnerships. Regardless of who owns, delivers or 
finances projects, there are only two main sources 
of funding for public infrastructure: funding from 
general government revenue raised through 
taxation; and charges on those who benefit from 
the infrastructure.  

Over the coming decades, the Australian and 
NSW governments will face increasing budgetary 
pressures as the population grows and ages, 
particularly in the areas of health, education 
and transport services. Expenditure needs to be 
managed so that governments can continue to 
deliver the services the community needs and 
expects. Given these competing priorities, it is not 
possible to fund every rail option considered in this 
Scoping Study.

Transport infrastructure is often seen as the 
solution to support the needs of communities 
and workers, and to help strengthen the 
economy. However, it has to be the right transport 
infrastructure, in the right place and at the right 
time. The contributions that are made by the 
Australian and NSW governments are done 
so on the basis of whether or not the project 
demonstrates positive economic, social and 
environmental benefits, largely assessed through 
cost benefit analyses. 

Funding and  
financing options 
Outlined below are the funding and financing 
options under consideration for new rail services 
in Western Sydney. Each of these funding options 
has strengths and limitations in terms of how much 
funding it can deliver, and the balance between 
funding from users, beneficiaries and other 
taxpayers. How these strengths and limitations 
apply to rail transport for the Western Sydney 
region and the proposed Western Sydney Airport 
need to be understood before a ‘bankable’ package 
of funding options can be developed. Rail options 
that can generate more funding from a range of 
sources may be able to be delivered sooner, or with 
less call on limited government budgets.

Funding versus financing 
The term funding refers to how infrastructure 
is paid for. Ultimately, there are only two 
sources of funding for infrastructure: 
government investment made available 
through the tax base, or charges on users or 
beneficiaries of the infrastructure.

Financing refers to the way in which the 
upfront capital is raised to allow the delivery 
and operation of an infrastructure project. 
This can include the use of equity and/or 
debt, such as loans.
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How much will these services 
cost to build? 
Although no detailed cost estimates have 
been prepared, it is anticipated that the most 
expensive single option presented in this 
paper could cost up to about $25 billion if 
delivered today. In addition to construction 
costs, consideration also needs to be given 
to ongoing costs for running and maintaining 
any new rail service. Cost is dependent on 
the length of the route selected and the 
difficulty of construction. Cost is one of the 
criteria that will be used to assess the options 
identified through the consultation process. 
The government is interested in hearing from 
the public and industry about innovative 
ways of reducing the costs of rail connections 
for Western Sydney and ways of funding 
the expenditure. At this stage of the study 
process, there is no provision for government 
funding for the construction of a Western 
Sydney rail project, as no specific project has 
yet been identified.

Conventional government funding 
Historically, rail infrastructure in NSW has largely 
been funded through traditional government 
budget allocations. Rail must compete for finite 
government funding against the multiple demands 
for infrastructure and services from communities 
across the state. There is a limit to the amount and 
timing of funds available for rail infrastructure. As a 
result, rail projects need to be prioritised and it may 
not be possible or may take longer to deliver rail 
services through government funding alone than 
what is expected by the community. 

User pays 
Investment in rail services for Western Sydney 
is expected to directly benefit new and existing 
travellers, including rail and airport customers. Given 
the expected costs of any new rail infrastructure, fares 
and user charges are not expected to cover the costs 
of construction. However, fares and other direct user 
charges could contribute to funding the operation of 
a service once it is built. Different types of rail services 
will better service some markets than others, and 
future customer demand will affect both the size and 
timing of revenue from fares.

Value sharing
Investment in rail services for Western Sydney 
will bring benefits to multiple communities and 
stakeholders, including commuters, airport 
travellers, landowners, property developers, and 
local residents and businesses. For this reason, it 
is important to consider who will benefit from new 
rail infrastructure and who can contribute to the 
funding of this infrastructure.

The right kind of government intervention can 
result in the creation of additional value or uplift for 
a range of beneficiaries. Value sharing describes a 
variety of mechanisms that enable governments to 
leverage future revenue streams from this uplift in 
value, and apply these revenues to project funding 
and upfront financing. 

A ‘value sharing’ or ‘beneficiary pays’ approach 
considers how a project delivers value to different 
groups of beneficiaries, and what mechanisms are 
available to enable some of this increased value to 
be realised as revenue streams that can contribute 
to project funding. 

Value sharing can allow governments to invest in 
rail infrastructure earlier, or deliver a better project 
than what might be possible using government 
funding or user pays funding alone. Contributions 
should be based on the principle of proportional, 
fair and appropriate benefit sharing. 

The Scoping Study will look at the following three 
broad areas of value sharing opportunities: 

• Revenue from increased productivity and 
economic activity

• Revenue from higher-value land use

• Contributions from new property 
development opportunities. 
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Understanding the role of value sharing
Value sharing and other innovative measures are only one part of funding future rail infrastructure. 
Experience from Australia and overseas has shown that conventional funding sources will continue 
to play a major role in meeting the funding challenge.

On 8 December 2015, the preferred network for the Parramatta Light Rail project was announced with 
the core spine of the preferred network from Westmead to Camellia via Parramatta CBD, and branches 
to Carlingford and Sydney Olympic Park via Strathfield. The NSW Government also announced the 
introduction of a Special Infrastructure Contribution (SIC) Scheme to contribute funding to the Project 
as well as funding for road network improvements and community infrastructure.

Value sharing can help contribute to infrastructure needs by:

• Providing funding mechanisms that allow future value creation to support 
project financing facility

• Assisting with the overall funding task by reducing the total call on government budgets

• Promoting equitable sharing of project benefits between those who directly benefit from a 
project and other taxpayers

• Strengthening the link between project planning and project benefits. 

Value sharing models and opportunities are context specific. For this reason, the value sharing 
models outlined above might not be suitable for all Western Sydney projects. It is now standard 
practice for both the Australian and NSW governments to consider the value sharing opportunities 
for all infrastructure projects. Value sharing opportunities for rail service options considered in this 
study will be examined on a project-by-project basis.
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Opportunities for the 
private sector 
Both the Australian and NSW governments wish 
to optimise private sector engagement (including 
through innovative financing) by creating the right 
policy and regulatory settings for investment, while 
sharing costs fairly between those who benefit 
most and the broader Australian community.

Projects that incorporate financing innovation such 
as co-investment or partnership arrangements, 
have the potential to enable government funds to 
achieve a greater impact for the community. Like 
the value sharing approach, this may also allow rail 
infrastructure to be delivered earlier than might be 
possible using government funding alone. 

There are a number of financing tools that allow 
governments access to additional investment 
capital other than through increasing government 
debt. These include:

• Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs)

• Concession agreements

• Leases

• Vendor finance and other structured 
finance arrangements.

How funding and financing 
options will be assessed
Over the coming months the Scoping Study 
project team will be assessing the likely benefits 
and impacts of each of the options identified 
and developing funding options that suit the rail 
transport needs for the Western Sydney region 
and the proposed Western Sydney Airport. This 
includes investigation and modelling of:

• The trade-offs for different funding options

• How the different types of rail options being 
considered can best support a range of 
funding sources

• The commercial and financial implications of 
the different funding options. 

Questions 
14   How do you think rail services 

in Western Sydney should be 
funded?

  a Government funding

  b Value sharing

  c User pays

  d A combination of the above

  e  How else could future rail 
services be funded?
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